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Real and time - 
tested only!

ABOUT OUR COMPANY 
BEERdividual: One of a Kind Lithuania-Wide 

We are not just beer ambassadors but experienced 
brewers as well. Our original recipe dates back three 
centuries and continues to preserve the exceptional 
brewing traditions and practices that are authentic to 
the 18th century. Today, we continue brewing beer that 
is traditional to Aukštaitija (the largest ethnographic 
region of Lithuania) and we are proud to serve the re-
sult of a classic technique (pure water, malt, hops and 
yeast).  

We produce our beer with particular care with respect 
for Lithuanian traditions. Each of our beer types is dis-
tinctive and unique, and so is our brewing technique. 
We brew beer in small batches, and while we keep its 
recipe unaltered, the result is different every time, as 
we invest in the individual process rather than relying 
on mass production. 

Our beer is aged up to 30 days, and the secret of its 
distinctiveness is open fermentation. Thanks to this 
technique, we are a unique, one-of-a kind brewery in 
Lithuania.

We are committed to preserving the practice of open 
fermentation brewing along with the history of our beer, 
for the benefit of our devoted supporters. We brew our 
beer by strictly adhering to the traditional steps of a 
carefully perfected production process. We are devoted 
to nurturing craftsmanship while brewing beer that ev-
eryone can appreciate.
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Kanapinis 
Dark beer

I. O. Boiko’s
Light beer

Cannabis
Semi-Pale beer

Porteris
Black beer

Bistrampolio Weissbier
Pale beer

Madona
Semi-Pale beer

Kanapė
Semi-Pale beer

Porteris

Kanapinis Kanapinis Kanapinis 

MADE IN LITHUANIA,  MATURED IN
TRADITION, NURTURED BY ITS BREWERS

I. O. Boiko’s

Bistrampolio WeissbierBistrampolio WeissbierBistrampolio WeissbierBistrampolio Weissbier

Bistrampolio Dvaro
Light beer

6

Bistrampolio Dvaro
Dark beer

6

Bistrampolio Dvaro šokolado 
skonio juodasis Black beer

7

Bistrampolio
Dvaro Kvass

7

Kanapinis
Light beer

8

8

Keptinis
Dark beer

9

Magaryčių 
Semi-Pale beer

9

Kvietinis
Pale beer

10

Ruginis
Light beer
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LOVED OVERSEAS, PERFECTED BY US AND 
ENJOYED IN LITHUANIA

12 12 13 1311

OG, dry matter content: a measure 
for indicating wort’s thickness (dry 
matter content). The higher the val-
ue, the thicker the beer.

EBC, Color:  an indicator of the col-
or of wort or beer. For each beer, 
it is important to match the color 
of the style (pale, light, semi-pale, 
dark, black). The higher the value, 
the darker the beer.

IBU (International Bittering Units): 
a unit of measuring the scale of the 
bitterness of beer, which represents 
the intensity of hops bitterness. The 
higher the value, the more bitter 
taste have the beer.

I. O. Boiko’sI. O. Boiko’s
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0.5l, 1l glass bottles
30l barrel

From the midst of the 
manor life

20

Matured for at
least 20 days

0.5l, 1l glass bottles
30l barrels 

22

Matured for at
least 22 days

Our
flagship

0.5l, 1l
glass bottles

True taste of dark 
chocolate

30

Matured for at
least  30 days

1l glass
bottles

A kvass with a thick, 
stiff, delicious foam

Freshness for the adults, 
deliciousness for the

little ones

EUROPEAN LAGER 
Unfiltered, 5.0% alc. volume
A beer from the midst of the manor life

A unique legacy of traditional brewing. This beer is fermented in open 
bathes and aged for at least 20 days. Lengthy aging reveals the true 
taste of the malt used for the manor style beer and uncovers barely
perceptible bitterness as well as hints of yeast, grains and herbs.

No additives - only water, barley malt, hops and beer yeast.

EUROPEAN DARK LAGER
Unfiltered, 5,5% alc. volume 
Our flagship. The official beer of Bistrampolio Dvaras

Only the beer which has preserved the best practices of traditional brewing 
deserves to be poured into our specially designed bottles and be called our 
flagship. Brewed in small batches, fermented in open bathes for at least 7 
days and aged for at least 22 days in maturation tanks, this beer is given every 
opportunity to develop its deepest authentic taste. Therefore, upon opening 
the bottle you will be struck by the incredible scent of caramel, rye bread and 
roasted grains with notes of iris and dried fruit. Caramel malt gives this beer 
its rich dark mahogany and copper colors, which contrast beautifully with the 
thick white foam.

No additives -  only water, barley malt, caramel malt, hops and beer yeast.

EBC 52                        IBU 16                      OG 12,2

BALTIC PORTER 
Unfiltered, 6.0% alc. volume
Heir to the true taste of dark chocolate

The wort for this beer is boiled in a cauldron and matured for 30 days in 
closed, cool tanks. This is how the dark chocolate color of the brew as well as 
its subtle bitterness and aroma are achieved. Its dark, almost black color is 
perfectly highlighted by its thick white foam. The taste of roasted malt is quite 
intense on the palate as is the mild bitterness of dark chocolate and the light 
notes of caramel, iris, and dried fruit.

No additives - only water, Pilsner, Munich, caramel malt, black malt, chocolate 
malt, hops and beer yeast.

The pride of our brewery and the joy of our guests

Delicious, refreshing, and pleasant to the palate. We are particularly proud of 
the kvass of our brewery, which is pleasantly cooling in summer and warming 
in winter. It is sweet, transparent, almost black in color and topped by a de-
licious thick foam. Incredibly refreshing for adults and delicious for the little 
ones, since there is not a drop of unnatural products in our kvass. The kvass 
is naturally infused with the smell of fresh bread and the sweetness of brown 
sugar and caramel malt. This is a sort of beverage that parents will remember 
from their childhood, and their children can enjoy today. Taste a real kvass 
which is praised by every single one of our guests.

No additives - only water, kvass wort concentrate 7.7 % (rye flour, rye malt, 
barley malt), sugar and acidity regulator citric acid.

EBC 14                        IBU 7                       OG 11,2

BISTRAMPOLIO DVARO
DARK BEER

EBC 80                        IBU 20                       OG 13,4

BISTRAMPOLIO DVARO
KVASS 

BISTRAMPOLIO DVARO
LIGHT BEER

BISTRAMPOLIO DVARO ŠOKOLADO 
SKONIO JUODASIS BLACK BEER
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0.5l, 1l glass bottles
30l barrel

Expressive character
of spring

The hero of the 
spring-welcoming 

festival

The hero of the 
spring-welcoming 

festival

Victorious beer

Only successful 
transactions end in 

“MAGARYČIOS”

Roasted in an oven, 
served chilled

The victuals that crown 
success

Beer - the
“liquid bread” of 

Lithuanians

EUROPEAN DARK LAGER
Unfiltered, 5.3% alc. volume
Just as the Lithuanian folklore tradition spring (represented by 
the character Kanapinis) wins in a staged battle against winter, 
your desire to taste this beer will overcome any form of
self-restraint

The hero of our traditional holiday Kanapinis, a strong, healthy figure imper-
sonating spring, always triumphs over Lašininis, a fat, dim character imper-
sonating winter. Just as the winter is doomed to lose the battle every single 
year, one is hopeless against the temptations of this dark lager. This beer is a 
classic, just like its brewing technique. The beer is fermented in open bathes 
and carefully matured to surprise you with the very first sip. There is a barely 
perceptible traditional bitterness to this beer, which is followed by a perfectly 
balanced sweetness and an aftertaste of roasted malt. This beer embodies the 
expressive character of spring with its bright aromas of malt, caramel and hop, 
which are released with the opening of a beer bottle. If you look closely, you will 
also appreciate the intricacy of its dark mahogany color is. A real sign of victo-
ry, just not the kind that will decorate you with epaulettes, but a moustache of 
thick beer foam instead.

No additives - only water, barley malt, caramel malt, hops and beer yeast.

EBC 52                    IBU 14-15                   OG 12,2

1l glass
bottles

0.5l, 1l
glass bottles

EUROPEAN DARK LAGER
Unfiltered, 5.7% alc. Volume
Roasted in an oven, best served chilled
Lithuanians like to call beer their “liquid bread” and this is represented accord-
ingly in the production of this beer. Its malt is kneaded like bread dough, parted 
into loaves and roasted in a bread oven. After giving it a nice roast, the later 
brewing process is rather regular. This beer is dark in color, with a strong cara-
mel aftertaste. The rich redness of the beer gradually transforms into the color 
of rye bread and is topped with a stiff beer head. This beer has a pleasantly sour-
ish taste with a noticeable aftertaste of bread and traditional fermented kvass.

No additives - only water, roasted barley malt, barley malt, caramel malt, hops 
and beer yeast.

EBC 50                        IBU 16                       OG 12,2

KEPTINIS
DARK BEER

SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY BEER
Unfiltered, 5.8% alc. volume
Only successful transactions end in “magaryčios”

Magaryčios is not a term well known for those outside of the Panevėžys area 
of Lithuania. This beer, however, is well-liked all across the country not for its 
name, but also for its recipe. The latter is based on years of brewing experi-
ence and mastery of turning a seemingly simple malt into a delicious beer, 
in which caramel and barley malts come together. Here the slight sweetness 
of the beer is followed by spicier aftertastes and the notes of roasted nuts. 
You are curious about the meaning of magaryčios? These are the victuals that 
crown success (be it after successfully buying or selling something or after 
making a good deal). Traditionally the most delicious beer was served along-
side such celebratory provisions.

No additives - only water, barley malt, caramel malt, hops, and beer yeast. 

MAGARYČIŲ
SEMI-PALE BEER 

EBC 23                        IBU 12                       OG 11,5

0.5l, 1l glass bottles
30l barrel

EUROPEAN LAGER
Unfiltered, 5.1% alc. volume   
Liked by those who are no longer wet behind the ears,
yet remain young at heart

Although the name of this beer is apparently similar to the word “hemp” (Lt. 
Kanapė), this beer has nothing to do with hemp.  The name originates from 
Kanapinis and Lašininis, two Lithuanian folklore characters, who personify 
spring and winter respectively. Every Shrove Tuesday a battle between the two 
characters is staged, which ends in a triumphant victory of Kanapinis. We have 
named this victorious beer in honor of Kanapinis, and due to the fact that the 
color of the beer is somehow similar to the traditional straw blonde color of 
Kanapinis’ hair, which remind many of dreadlocks. The beer is unfiltered and 
rustic, yet clear and, due to the carefully selected hops, perfectly balanced in 
terms of bitterness and sweetness, the latter of which is only revealed towards 
the end of every gulp. It is no secret that the brilliance of this beer is in the 
small and simple details.

No additives -  only water, barley malt, hops and beer yeast.

EBC 14                        IBU 5                       OG 11,2

KANAPINIS
DARK BEER

KANAPINIS
LIGHT BEER
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1l
glass bottles

Exceptional rye 
aroma

Especially loved by 
Lithuanians

SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY BEER
Unfiltered, 5.2% alc. volume
Inspired by German traditions and especially well received by 
Lithuanians

Germans sure know how to make good beer but our brewers are masters at 
nurturing the German practice. Therefore, inspired by the traditions from over-
seas and matured by the experts of our brewery, this beer has been tasted, 
recognized and loved by everyone around here. This comes as no surprise: rye 
malt, which is rich in fresh taste, is used to cook this beer. It is accompanied by 
a mild aroma of vanilla, cloves and rye, with barely palpable notes of banana. A 
proven recipe for those who appreciate a Lithuanian masterpiece with German 
roots ant its cloudy, pale gold color as well as a frothy white foam.    

No additives -only water, barley malt, rye malt, hops and top fermenting beer 
yeast.

EBC 14                      IBU 7-8                      OG 10,7

WEISSBIER
Unfiltered, 4.6% alc. volume 
All men are beautiful, but they have nothing on pretty ladies with a 
beer moustache!
Even if you can see the trees are swaying in a gloomy wind outside your win-
dow, and you know the snow is deep on the ground, summer will be restored 
with every sip of this wheat beer! It warms you up on a cold winter day and 
refreshes in the heat of the summer. This beer is a delicate duet of wheat and 
fruit, intensified by the process of open fermentation and accompanied by light 
banana notes. It is a pleasure for your palate and your soul, and will carry your 
thoughts away to the sun, the sea and the white sand while decorating your 
face with a white moustache. 

No additives - only water, wheat malt, barley malt, hops and  wheat beer  yeast.

EBC 10                        IBU 12                       OG 10,5

BISTRAMPOLIO WEISSBIER 
PALE BEER 

SPECIAL TECHNOGY ALE
Unfiltered, 5.0% alc. volume 
“Alles ist gut,” say the Germans
“Ale is good,” say we
With the utmost respect for the German brewer I. O. Boiko, who created this 
beer more than a century ago, we have interpreted the iconic German expres-
sion, but not her recipe.  This sounds like a better idea to us, since our brewing 
skills are definitely better than our German. Proof of this is the use of rye and 
barley malt in brewing, the combination of which gives the beer a character-
istic fresh taste, and the top-fermenting yeast, which reveals a mild aroma 
of vanilla and bananas. The result of this intricate brewing process is a beer 
which tastes authentic and homey. 

No additives - only water, rye malt, barley malt, hops and top fermenting beer 
yeast.

EBC 14                          IBU 7                       OG 10,7

I .  O.  BOIKO’S ALE 
LIGHT BEER

Inspired by
I. O. Boiko

Rye and barley malt 
are used in brewing 

this beer

0.5l, 1l
glass bottles

1l
glass bottles

Distinctive wheat 
aroma

Lithuanians are a cheerful 
nation and definitely not 

the ones to doze off while 
enjoying a nice brew!

PALE WHEAT BEER
Unfiltered, 4.6% alc. volume
Lithuanians are a cheerful nation and definitely not the ones to
doze off while enjoying a nice brew! 

One sip of this beer is enough to reveal the cheerful Lithuanian manner, and 
the unique character of this beer. It is pale, unfiltered, significantly cloudy, 
mild, fresh and ostentatious in taste. This beer is exceptionally sophisticated 
yet anyone who tries it is guaranteed to be left with a laid-back summer feel-
ing, regardless of the actual season. This brew of joy is made using open fer-
mentation and exclusive wheat beer yeast. This reveals the barely perceptible 
bitterness of the hops, the gentle aroma of fruit and wheat and the light notes 
of bananas. Guaranteed to make you dance!

No additives - only water, wheat malt, barley malt, hops and wheat beer yeast.

EBC 10                        IBU 12                       OG 10,5

RUGINIS
LIGHT BEER

KVIETINIS
PALE BEER

The beer that will
decorate your face 

with a white 
moustache

Fruity aroma

0.5l, 1l
glass bottles
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There is nothing holy 
about this beer other 

than its name

Hints of bitter dark 
chocolote

Enjoyed by
real men

Bloody good

No offense against 
the law, just an utterly 

good taste

HERB AND SPICE TYPE BEER
Unfiltered, 5.0% alc. volume
Guaranteed to get you sozzled like nothing else!

Delicious, intoxicating and, most importantly, legal. This beer was born as an 
experiment of Aukštaitijos Bravorai brewers, and has since earned the rec-
ognition among the most important of all experts – the clients of our brew-
ery. Therefore, we decided to share the secret of the recipe that pleases both 
the young and the old and is widely appreciated. This beer uses roasted hemp 
seeds, which reveal the appetite-inducing aroma of toasted nuts. It is excep-
tional in its sweetness as well as its expressive smell of hops and ground 
grains. The taste of the sweetened barley malt with a palpable secondary bit-
terness is revealed upon the first sip. The unique features of this masterpiece 
are crowned by a rich amber color, while the pleasure of tasting this beer is 
rewarded with a slight inebriation. 

No additives - only water, barley malt, caramel malt, Munich malt, hemp 
seeds, hops and beer yeast.

             EBC 25                    IBU 12-13                  OG 11,0

HERB AND SPICE TYPE BEER
Unfiltered, 5.0% alc. volume  
No offense against the law, just an utterly good taste

The secret of this beer are the roasted hemp seeds and hops, the name of 
which our brewer does not want to disclose. There is nothing illegal here: just 
a little mysticism, love for work and creativity in the creation of this recipe. 
This provides your taste buds with a beer rich in tastes of expressive malt and 
secondary bitterness. All this is enjoyed along with the aftertaste of bread, the 
aroma of toasted nuts and a light, slightly sinister sweetness. 

No additives - only water, Pilsner malt, Munich malt, caramel malt, roasted 
hemp seeds, hops and beer yeast.

0.5l
glass bottles

Guaranteed to get you 
sozzled like nothing 

else!

Rich amber colour

             EBC 25                        IBU 12                     OG 11,0

CANNABIS
SEMI-PALE BEER 

0.5l, 1l glass bottles
30l barrel

A little mysticism, 
love for work and 

creativity - that is the 
secret of this beer

KANAPĖ
SEMI-PALE BEER 

0.5l
glass bottles

0.5l
glass bottles

BOCK TYPE BEER
Unfiltered, 5.9% alc. volume
Not divine, just bloody good

Perhaps we are displaying a good sense of humor by labeling this beer with 
the name of a saint, or perhaps we are in love with a woman who has created 
the recipe for it. But let us keep this a secret. While the mystery is delightful, 
the uniqueness of this beer is not in its name, but in its exceptional production 
technique and in the caramel malt used in brewing as well as in its color, which 
varies from light brown to rich amber. The scent of this beer is pleasant, in-
tertwined with sweet notes of honey, nuts and herbs. The taste of this beer is 
perfectly balanced and quite unusual, a little mysterious – just like the origin 
of its name. So after all, maybe love does have something to do with it? When it 
comes to us, our love for beer and craftsmanship is always around. 

No additives - only water, barley malt, Munich malt, caramel malt, hops and 
beer yeast.

EBC 25                        IBU 10                       OG 15,0

MADONA
SEMI-PALE BEER

PORTER 
Unfiltered, 6.0% alc. volume 
Men respect it, while women fall under its spell 

This beer is a classic and its tough blunt character has already become a sign 
of exceptional quality. It is slightly carbonized, very thick and dark. As soon as 
you taste it, strong hints of caramel and roasted malt come forward, followed 
by the light notes of fruit and bitter dark chocolate. You cannot take the slight 
bitterness away from this beer, yet you will be persuaded by its strong taste: 
real men respect it, while women admire it.

No additives - only water, barley malt, Munich malt, caramel malt, black malt, 
chocolate malt, hops and beer yeast.

PORTERIS
BLACK BEER

EBC 80                        IBU 20                       OG 13,4
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Ltd. Aukštaitijos Bravorai
Company number 248097840
VAT number LT480978416

Company contacts 
Taikos st. 51, Trakiškis Village 
Panevėžys District, LT-38102

Phone: (8 45) 58 89 62 
Mobile Phone: +370 655 98 508 
info@aukstaitijosbravorai.lt 
www.abravorai.lt


